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After completion of the LHC8 run in 2012, the plan is to upgrade the LHC for operation close to its
design energy
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV, with a goal of collecting hundreds of fb1 of integrated luminosity. The time
is propitious to begin thinking of what is gained by even further LHC upgrades. In this report, we compute
an LHC14 reach for supersymmetry in the mSUGRA/CMSSM model with an anticipated high luminosity
upgrade. We find that LHC14 with 300 ð3000Þ fb1 has a reach for supersymmetry via gluino/squark
searches of m~g  3:2 TeV (3.6 TeV) for m~q m~g, and a reach of m~g  1:8 TeV (2.3 TeV) for m~q  m~g.
In the case wherem~q  m~g, then the LHC14 reach for chargino-neutralino production with decay into the
Whþ 6ET final state reaches to m~g  2:6 TeV for 3000 fb1.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.86.117701 PACS numbers: 14.80.Ly, 12.60.Jv, 13.85.Qk
I. INTRODUCTION
The LHC collider has delivered 5 fb1 of integrated
luminosity at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 TeV (LHC7), and so far over 6 fb1
at 8 TeV (LHC8). These runs have met with great success
as evidenced by a 5 discovery of a Higgs-like particle
with mh  125 GeV. So far, no direct sign of supersym-
metry (SUSY) has emerged, leading to mass limits in the
mSUGRA/CMSSM model [1] of m~g * 1:4 TeV for m~q ’
m~g andm~g * 0:85 TeV form~q  m~g based on analyses of
just LHC7 data. The LHC expects to continue running
through the remainder of 2012 with a goal of collecting
20 fb1 at 8 TeV. In 2013–2014, the LHC is expected to
be shut down for an energy upgrade, with running sets to
resume around 2015 with
ﬃﬃ
s
p
close to the LHC design
energy of 14 TeV. The goal then is to amass an order of
hundreds of fb1 of integrated luminosity at LHC14.
Planning has already begun for further upgrades beyond
LHC14 with a design luminosity 100 fb1=yr. One
option is a possible energy upgrade, which would require
design, construction, and deployment of a completely new
set of magnets. A more economical (and perhaps techno-
logically viable) alternative may be a luminosity upgrade,
with the possible target of gathering 3000 fb1 of inte-
grated luminosity. In this short article, we try to quantify
the increased reach of LHC for SUSY if the total integrated
luminosity is increased from 300 to 3000 fb1. While the
increasing sparticle mass limits from LHC seem to make
the mSUGRA model increasingly implausible (in light of
fine-tuning considerations), nonetheless we continue to
work in this paradigm case mainly for historical reasons.
Moreover, many physicists are familiar with them0 vsm1=2
plane of this model; it is easy to compare with projections
from previous studies [2–5] and many current analyses
of data [6,7] continue to be presented in this framework.
In particular, in Ref. [5], the projected reach of LHC7
for 5–30 fb1 was calculated. The increase in beam energy
to 8 TeV should lead to a modest increase of expected
reach beyond these results. Drawing upon these results,
we estimate that the LHC8 with 20 fb1 will probe out
to m~g  1:8 TeV for m~q ’ m~g and to m~g  1 TeV for
m~q  m~g. At LHC14 with 100 fb1, the gluino reach
extends to 3.0 TeV if m~q ’ m~g.
The preceding LHC reach results have been obtained
by looking for signatures arising from gluino and squark
pair production reactions followed by cascade decays [8],
leading to multijet plus missing ET ( 6ET) signatures along
with possibly one or more isolated leptons.1 It has been
pointed out long ago and emphasized more recently that
in models with gaugino mass unification, as higher spar-
ticle masses are probed, ultimately chargino and neutralino
pair production reactions will dominate over gluino and
squark pair production. In these models—where jj is
assumed much greater than gaugino masses M1 and M2
and where m~q  m~g with m~g * 1 TeV—the gaugino pro-
duction process, pp! ~W1 ~Z2, tends to be the dominant
sparticle production cross section at LHC. At such high
masses, the dominant decay modes tend to be ~W1 ! W ~Z1
and ~Z2 ! ~Z1h (also with some non-negligible fraction
of ~Z2 ! ~Z1Z decays). This has led some groups to con-
sider the LHC reach in the pp! ~W1 ~Z2 ! Wð! lÞþ
hð! b bÞ þ 6ET channel [10].
In this article, we will consider both the gluino and
squark cascade decay signatures and the Whþ 6ET
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1Tagging of b jets may potentially increase the LHC14 reach
from above projections by as much as 20% in the so-called HB/
FP region of parameter space [9].
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channel. A major problem in assessing the LHC reach for
extremely high integrated luminosity projections is to
gain reasonable background estimates from standard
model (SM) processes. As higher sparticle masses are
probed, harder jet and 6ET and other cuts are designed to
maximize the reach for signal against background. With
hard enough cuts, the expected SM background rates may
drop into the tens of events level, requiring simulations
with up to billions of events to attain the needed statistical
accuracy. Such large Monte Carlo samples are highly time
and space intensive at present. Thus, in the case of very
hard cuts, here we resort to fits of SM background pro-
jections which we hope will be within factors of a few
times the real result. We show details of our background
and signal generation in Sec. II, along with our fits which
are needed for very hard cuts. In Sec. III we conclude and
summarize our results.
II. LHC14 REACH FOR SUSY
WITH 300 fb1 AND 3000 fb1
For the simulation of the background events, we use
ALPGEN [11] to compute the hard scattering events and
PYTHIA [12] for the subsequent showering and hadroniza-
tion. The standard model background simulation details
follows closely to the discussion in Ref. [3], so we do not
reproduce them here. The only difference is the inclusion of
the Wð! lÞ þ h, Zð! lþlÞ þ h and ttþ h processes,
where we take mh ¼ 125 GeV. The signal events were
generated using Isajet 7.82 [13]. We assume the mSUGRA
(CMSSM) framework [1] with tan ¼ 10, > 0 and
A0 ¼ 2m0; such a large negative A0 value ensures that
mh  123–127 GeV throughout most of mSUGRA pa-
rameter space [14]. All 2! 2 SUSY production processes
are included at leading order. To simulate detector efficien-
cies and smearing, we use the toy detector simulation
described in Ref. [3]. We assume the same detector parame-
ters (including b-tag efficiency) for the 300 and 3000 fb1
scenarios. Jets and isolated lepton are defined as follows:
(i) Jets are hadronic clusters with jj< 3:0, R ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 þ2p  0:4 and ETðjetÞ> 50 GeV.
(ii) Electrons and muons are considered isolated if they
have jj< 2:0, pTðlÞ> 10 GeV with visible activ-
ity within a cone of R< 0:2 about the lepton
direction, EcellsT < 5 GeV.
(iii) We identify hadronic clusters as b-jets if they con-
tain a B hadron with ETðBÞ> 15 GeV, ðBÞ< 3,
and RðB; jetÞ< 0:5. We assume a tagging effi-
ciency of 60% and light quark and gluon jets can
be mistagged as a b jet with a probability 1=150
for ET  100 GeV, 1=50 for ET  250 GeV, with
a linear interpolation for 100 GeV  ET 
250 GeV [15] in between.
In order to address the discovery potential for distinct
signal topologies, we investigate four different channels:
(i) 0l: nðlÞ ¼ 0, nðjÞ  3, fETðj1Þ; ETðj2Þ; ETðj3Þg>
f100; 100; 50GeVg,
(ii) 1l: nðlÞ ¼ 1, nðjÞ  2, fETðj1Þ; ETðj2Þg >
f100; 100 GeVg,
(iii) 2l: nðlÞ ¼ 2, nðjÞ  2, fETðj1Þ; ETðj2Þg >
f300; 300 GeVg,
(iv) Wh: nðlÞ ¼ 1, nðbÞ ¼ nðjÞ ¼ 2, ðb; bÞ<=2,
Meff > 350 GeV, mT > 125 GeV, 100 GeV<
mbb < 130 GeV,
where nðlÞ is the number of isolated leptons (electrons and
muons), nðjÞ is the number of jets (including b jets), ETðjiÞ
is the transverse energy of the ith jet, nðbÞ is the number of
b-tagged jets, ðb; bÞ is the azimuthal angle separation
between two b jets, Meff ¼
P
iETðjiÞ þ
P
ipTðliÞ þ 6ET ,
mT is the transverse mass and mbb the invariant mass of
the b jet pair. While the 0l, 1l, and 2l channels focus mostly
on signal topologies from gluino and squark production
and cascade decay, the Wh channel targets ~W1 ~Z2 produc-
tion, with ~W1 ! W þ ~Z1 and ~Z2 ! hþ ~Z1, as discussed
in Ref. [10].2 Although these channels do not necessarily
give the maximum reach in all regions of parameter space,
they are inclusive enough to discuss the gain of a luminos-
ity upgrade.
For each of the above channels, we plot the SM back-
ground and signal 6ET distributions and verify if the signal
is visible for 6ET > 6ETcut, where the value of 6ETcut is
allowed to vary in the interval 0.1–1.5 TeV (in steps of
0.1 TeV). We deem that the signal is visible if there is a
value of 6ETcut such that, for 6ET > 6ETcut, the signal satisfies:
SG  max½5 events; 0:2BG; 5 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃBGp ; (2.1)
where SG ðBGÞ is the number of signal (background)
events for a given integrated luminosity.
Since 6ETcut can be as large as 1.5 TeV, there are large
Monte Carlo (MC) statistical uncertainties for such hard
cuts, due to the limited number of events in our background
MC samples. To reduce these uncertainties, we extrapolate
the background to large 6ET . Since we will eventually
require 6ET > 6ETcut, it is more convenient to consider the
cumulative 6ET distribution, defined by
ðSmissÞ 
Z 1
Smiss
d
d 6ET d 6ET: (2.2)
Thus, the total cross section for 6ET > 6ETcut is simply
ðSmiss ¼ 6ETcutÞ. Furthermore, if d=d 6ET falls exponen-
tially, so does ðSmissÞ. Therefore, we extrapolate the
ðSmissÞ distribution to large Smiss values, assuming an
exponential shape at large Smiss. The extrapolation of
ðSmissÞ instead of d=d 6ET reduces the MC uncertainties,
since the former is a cumulative function. As an example
2In the present study we have included the important
Zð!  Þtt background, which was not included in Ref. [10],
but becomes relevant for hard 6ET cuts.
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we show the Smiss distribution before and after the extrapo-
lation for the 0l andWh channels in Fig. 1. As we can see,
this extrapolation procedure allows us to consider hard 6ET
cuts, which are essential for isolating the signal at high
integrated luminosities.
Using the four channels listed above, as well as the
extrapolated SM background, we estimate the discovery
potential for supersymmetry assuming 300 and 3000 fb1
of integrated luminosity. We present our results in the
m0 vs m1=2 plane and consider the 0l, 1l, 2l, and Wh
channels separately. We deliberately do not show results
for the rate-limited but relatively background-free same-
sign dilepton and trilepton channels, because we were
unable to reliably estimate the backgrounds for these high
values of integrated luminosity. Also, hard-to-estimate
lepton fakes could make substantial contributions to the
background.
Our results are shown in Fig. 2, where the solid lines
show the reach in each channel for 300 fb1, while the
dashed lines correspond to the 3000 fb1 reach. The lower-
left shaded region is excluded by SUSY searches at LHC7
using 5 fb1 of data [6,7].
For an integrated luminosity of 300 fb1, we see from
Fig. 2 that the 0l channel gives the maximum reach for
small m0 values, where m~g m~q. In this case the reach
goes up to m~g  3:2 TeV. For higher m0 values, where
m~g  m~q, the maximum reach is obtained in the 1l and 2l
channels and extends to m~g  1:8 TeV. At these mass
scales, the ~W1 ~Z2 ! Whþ 6ET channel gives a much
smaller reach at 300 fb1, going up to m~g  1:2 TeV in
the squark decoupling limit.
This picture significantly changes if we assume a high
integrated luminosity of 3000 fb1. In this case, channels
with smaller signal cross sections, but larger signal/back-
ground ratios, such as the 1l, 2l, andWh channels, provide
the maximum reach for most of the parameter space. For
m~q m~g, the reach is dominated by the 0l and 1l channels
and goes up to m~g  3:6 TeV. For m0 * 3 TeV, where
squarks start to decouple, the maximum reach is obtained
in the Wh channel, since, for m~g * 2 TeV, electroweak
gaugino production overcomes gluino production by
almost an order of magnitude.
We see from Fig. 2 that for an integrated luminosity of
300 ð3000Þ fb1, the reach in the Wh channel for m~g 
m~q extends tom1=2  550 GeV (1150 GeV) corresponding
to m ~W1  450 GeV (950 GeV). This reach corresponds to
gluino masses of up to 1:2 (2.6) TeV. Although these
numbers superficially seem lower than our earlier projec-
tions [10], we should keep in mind that here we have not
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FIG. 1 (color online). Cumulative 6ET distributions (Smiss)
for the dominant SM backgrounds in the 0l (top panel) and
Wh (bottom panel) channels defined in the text. We as-
sume
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 300 fb1.
The solid lines represent the distributions from our MC samples,
while the dashed lines show the extrapolated distribution used in
our analysis, as discussed in the text. Only the dominant SM
processes are shown. The black dashed line shows the total
extrapolated background, which includes all SM processes.
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FIG. 2 (color online). SUSY reach in the four channels dis-
cussed in the text for LHC14 for integrated luminosities of
300 fb1 (solid lines) and 3000 fb1 (dashed lines). The signal
is observable if it falls below the curve for the corresponding
integrated luminosity. The fixed mSUGRA parameters are
A0 ¼ 2m0, tan ¼ 10 and > 0. Gluino and squark mass
contours are shown by the dashed, dark grey curves. We also
show contours of mh ¼ 123 and 127 GeV. The shaded grey area
on the left side of the figure is excluded because the stau
becomes the LSP. The green shaded region in lower-left is
excluded by SUSY searches at LHC7.
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included any signal K factors and have also included the
Ztt background. We note, however, that the renormaliza-
tion/factorization scale used here for the background
processes is such that the tt total cross section is normal-
ized to its next-to-leading order value (for more details
see Ref. [3]).
We recall that to obtain the reach shown in Fig. 2 above,
in addition to the channel-dependent cuts on jets and
leptons listed earlier, we have required an additional cut
6ET > Smiss [see Eq. (2.2)]. Then, for each channel and for
each grid point in them0 m1=2 plane, we have chosen the
value of Smiss to optimize the observability of the signal
relative to the SM background obtained using the extrapo-
lated 6ET spectrum discussed above. In Table I we show the
signal cross section for the mSUGRA model point
m0 ¼ 5 TeV, m1=2 ¼ 750 GeV, A0 ¼ 2m0, tan ¼ 10,
and > 0 along with the cross section for the various
background components along with the chosen value of
Smiss. The signal case is chosen because it requires an ab
1
scale integrated luminosity for observability. We empha-
size that the backgrounds depend strongly on Smiss, and so
vary depending on where we are in the m0 m1=2 plane.
In Fig. 3, we show the combined SUSY reach contours
for LHC14 with 100, 300, 1000, and 3000 fb1 of inte-
grated luminosity.3 The points below each curve are con-
sidered observable if they are observable in at least one of
the previously discussed four channels. The kink in each of
the 1000 and 3000 fb1 curves near m0 ’ 3–3:5 TeV
occurs because the Wh signal channel allows one to probe
larger m1=2 than those accessible via gluino cascade
decays.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have investigated the discovery poten-
tial of possible high luminosity upgrades of LHC14 for
supersymmetry within the mSUGRA/CMSSM framework.
Previous reach projections for high integrated luminosity
values were presented in Ref. [3]. In the current paper we
have made improved background projections/extrapola-
tions involving the cases where very hard cuts severely
limit the statistical accuracy of the background estimate.
We have updated our mSUGRA projections with A0 
2m0 so that the value of mh is close to 125 GeV through-
out most of parameter space. Third, we have included the
reach projection from pp! ~W1 ~Z2 ! Whþ 6ET which
TABLE I. The choice of the 6ET cut variable Smiss introduced in Eq. (2.2) used to optimize
the signal in the various channels shown in Fig. 2, the cross sections in fb for the main
SM backgrounds as well as for the sample mSUGRA point m0 ¼ 5 TeV, m1=2 ¼ 750 GeV,
A0 ¼ 2m0, tan ¼ 10, and > 0.
0‘ 1‘ 2‘ Wh
Smiss (TeV) 1.1 1 0.7 0.3
tt 8:0	 104 9:3	 103 1:9	 102 5:9	 103
W þ j 1:2	 101 5:2	 102 0 0
Zð! ‘ ‘Þ þ j 7:6	 107 1:0	 103 0 0
Zð!  Þ þ j 2:8	 102 3:9	 104 0 0
Zð!  Þ þ tt 2:6	 103 1:4	 103 2:0	 103 4:9	 103
Wtt 7:0	 104 3:5	 104 1:8	 104 3:5	 104
Total background 0.15 0.07 0.02 0.01
SUGRA 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02
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FIG. 3 (color online). SUSY reach in the combined four chan-
nels as discussed in the text for LHC14 for integrated luminos-
ities of 100, 300, 1000, and 3000 fb1. The signal is observable
if it falls below the curve for the corresponding integrated
luminosity. The fixed mSUGRA parameters are A0 ¼ 2m0,
tan ¼ 10 and > 0. Gluino and squark mass contours are
shown by the dashed, dark grey curves. We also show contours
of mh ¼ 123 and 127 GeV. The shaded grey area on the left side
of the figure is excluded because the stau becomes the LSP. The
lower-left shaded region is excluded by SUSY searches at LHC7.
3Aside from the theoretical difficulties of calculating the
backgrounds for the very hard cuts considered here, we also
note that for our projections we have assumed that detector
resolutions and b jet tagging will remain close to their present
values even in the high luminosity environment, and that event
pileup (which depends on the details of the beam) will not be an
issue.
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should give the dominant SUSY reach channel for
m~q  m~g and very high integrated luminosity.
Our final reach projections listed in terms of m~g in TeV
units are summarized in Table II for several integrated
luminosity values. We find that LHC14 with 300
ð3000Þ fb1 has a reach for SUSY via gluino/squark
searches of m~g  3:2 TeV (3.6 TeV) for m~q m~g, and
a reach of m~g  1:8 TeV (2.3 TeV) for m~q  m~g. In the
case where m~q  m~g, the reach is higher in the Wh
channel, going up to m~g  2:6 TeV for 3000 fb1. We
point out that the reach in this channel is only related to
m~g through the gaugino mass unification assumption,
since the Wh channel depends only on the pp! ~W1 ~Z2
production cross section and the subsequent cascade
decays. For models where gaugino unification is not
assumed, the reach is independent of m~g and goes up to
m ~W1  450 GeV (950 GeV), for 300 fb1 (3000 fb1)
and M1  M2  .
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TABLE II. Optimized SUSY reach of LHC14 within the
mSUGRA model expressed in terms of m~g for various choices
of integrated luminosity. The m~q m~g and m~q  m~g values
correspond to the maximum reach in the 0l, 1l, and 2l channels,
while the Wh values correspond to the reach in the Wh channel
for m~q  m~g.
IL ðfb1Þ m~q m~g (TeV) m~q  m~g (TeV) Wh
100 3.0 1.6 - TeV
300 3.2 1.8 1.2 TeV
1000 3.4 2.0 2.0 TeV
3000 3.6 2.3 2.6 TeV
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